MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SPACE.

With open or closed storage options, Currency keeps information visually organized and accessible. Use as a stand-alone solution, or mix and match with other product lines to create a professional yet personalized setting at a value price.
Currency blends instinctively well with other Steelcase® products to create a range of spaces for shared and individual work. Dimensional compatibility and a common surface material offering with Kick® panels and Groupwork® tables allow for a suitable match to be made. Integrate further with media:scape® to create high-performance collaborative spaces.

COMPATIBLE AND ADAPTABLE.
Improved workplace productivity starts with an improved workplace environment. Currency’s solid construction, modular storage options, and laminate materials offer a balance of functionality and style at an affordable price. Blend seamlessly with Payback™ tables, as shown, to support users in any setting.
From focused to collaborative work, Currency creates privacy without creating boundaries. A choice of open or closed storage units brings style and organization to environments ranging from conservative to progressive and anything in between.
LAMINATES
Arctic White 2L30
Winter on Maple 25L1
Virginia Walnut 25L5
Clear Walnut 25L8
Natural Cherry 26L1
Chocolate Walnut 26L4

FABRICS
Alpine 5G64
Cream BR19
Coconut 5S15
Tangerine 5S17
Camel Dark 2711/102
Concord 5S19

WOOD
Natural Cherry 3412

STATEMENT OF LINE

Desks & Returns
- Desks: 30”-42”D; 60”-72”W
- Desk Shells: 24”-36”D; 30”-72”W
- Corner Desk Shells: 24”-42”W; 12”H
- Returns: 24”-36”D; 42”-48”W
- Return Shells: 24”-36”D; 42”-48”W
- Rear Workstations: 30”-42”D; 60”-72”W
- Stall Pillars: 40”-48”W

Creations
- Full-Storage Credenzas: 24”-36”W
- Pedestal Credenzas: 24”-36”W
- Single Lateral File Credenzas: 24”-36”W

Under-Worksurface Storage
- Pedestals: 23”D; 29”D; 15 3/4”H
- Mobile Pedestals: 22”D; 15 3/4”H
- Lateral Files: 23”D; 36”W
- Storage Cabinets: 23”D; 36”W

Freestanding Storage
- Workbenches: 30”-120”L
- Lateral File: 24”-36”L
- 18”/24” File: 24”W
- 24”H; 42”W; 45”D; 60”W
- 36” Storage Cabinet with lateral File Drawers
- 30”-48”H
- Bookcases: 24”W; 26”-36”H; 42”-72”H
- Quarto Bookcases: 24”W; 28 1/2”H; 36”W
- Mobile Carts: 24”D; 36”H; 42”H

Upper Storage
- Shelving Units: 15 1/16”-72”W
- Open/Closed Storage Shelves: 15 1/16”W; 36”-72”H
- Wall-Mounted Overhead Storage: 15 1/16”W; 36”-72”H
- Towel Bars: 24”-36”W

Supports & Accessories
- Casters
- Post Leg
- Spine Leg
- 24” Brackets
- Corner Connectors
- Keyboard Shelf

Dimensions are nominal. Please refer to the specification guide for actual dimensions, as well as a complete list of specifications and parts.

Surface Materials
Surface materials shown in brochure:

SCS Indoor Advantage™ certified
BIFMA level™ 1 certified

Sustainability
By rethinking our business systems and designing our products to avoid negative impacts on humans and the environment, we contribute to a sustainable future for the planet and its people. We commit to advance our practices through continuous learning and building partnerships with our customers, business partners and environmental thought leaders to optimize our performance and contribute to the science and practice of sustainability.

To find out more visit www.steelcase.com/sustainability

People. Planet. Profit.
For full listing of options visit us online.
Love how you work.

Call 800.333.9939 or visit steelcase.com

facebook.com/steelcase
twitter.com/steelcase
youtube.com/steelcastetv